Understanding why nights are getting
warmer faster than days
10 March 2016
precipitation or soil moisture content. However,
Davy and colleagues have shown that part of this
more rapid warming at night is innate to the climate
system, because the night-time temperatures are
inherently more sensitive to climate forcing.
The layer of air just above the ground is known as
the boundary-layer, and it is essentially separated
from the rest of the atmosphere. At night this layer
is very thin, just a few hundred meters, whereas
during the day it grows up to a few kilometres. It is
this cycle in the boundary-layer depth which makes
the night-time temperatures more sensitive to
warming than the day.

Cartoon on the diurnal cycle by Richard Davy

Observations from the last fifty years have shown
that the nights have been warming much faster
than the days. Analysis of the causes of this more
rapid warming at night shows that this is likely to
continue in the coming decades.

The build-up of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
from human emissions reduces the amount of
radiation released into space, which increases both
the night-time and day-time temperatures.
However, because at night there is a much smaller
volume of air that gets warmed, the extra energy
added to the climate system from carbon dioxide
leads to a greater warming at night than during the
day.

This higher sensitivity of night-time temperatures
has also affected the number of cold-extreme
nights we have seen in recent years. The number
of extremely cold nights has dropped by half during
A new publication led by Richard Davy has
the last fifty years, in contrast to the extreme-cold
examined the causes of the more rapid warming at days which have decreased by a quarter.
night compared to the day, which has been seen
around the globe in recent decades. They have
Understanding the different sensitivity of night and
analysed the causes of these changes from
day-time temperatures is crucial for our
observations and model reconstructions of the
understanding of climate change and its affect on
climate in the 20th century. By using model
human health. This daily cycle in temperature
reconstructions they were able to determine how
directly affects human health since night-time
much of this asymmetrical warming could be
temperature extremes can trigger temperatureexplained by different processes.
related fatalities. But it also indirectly affects human
Past efforts to understand the reason for this
enhanced warming have focused on changes to
climate processes that may have occurred at this
time, such as increases in cloud cover,

health by controlling the growth rates of vegetation,
and so affecting the length and stability of cropgrowing seasons.
Simulating this faster warming at night remains a
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big problem for climate models which still have
significant challenges in representing the boundarylayer at night, as discussed in the IPCC's latest
report. The findings by Davy and colleagues shows
that a correct simulation of the nighttime boundary
layer depth is the most important component to
getting the right temperature change at night.
"An improvement of the boundary-layer physics in
climate models would very likely reduce our
uncertainty in projections of temperature change.
This is true for both global projections related to
climate sensitivity, and regional projections on local
temperature change. It is my expectation that by
addressing this problem we can reduce this current
uncertainty in how global mean temperature will
change in response to increased carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere" Richard Davy says.
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